
 

Half-Termly Planning – Spring 1 

THEME/TOPIC:  CLASS: PE and outdoor learning 

TERM: Spring 1  

 

Core 
Curriculum 

 
Learning Intention(s) to be covered this 

half term 

DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING EXPERIENCES  

Week 1:  
Week 2:  

 
Week 3:  

 
Week 4:  

 
Week 5:  

 
Week 6 

 

Sensory and 
Physical 

 
PE lessons 
Sensory 
circuits within 
class 
Playtime 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Explorers - To track and receive a moving 

object 

Receive large balls - 

yoga balls 

to move towards a 

moving object  

To trap with hands or 

feet 

to receive while on 

the move 
receive from a peer 

receive a range of 

different objects and 

maintain  

 

Resources / PECS needed Equipment PECS 

Suggested activities Bubbles, balloons, scarves, beach balls, attention autism 

Allen: To send equipment with increased 

intent towards a target 
Maintain after a break 

Send towards large 

target on the floor 

Send towards large 

target on the wall 

Send towards a 

person - roll, kick, 

throw 

Maintain sending 

several times in a 

row 

Replicate in a range 

of contexts 

 

Resources / PECS needed 

Equipment PECS 

Kurling, boccia, throw into hoop, targets on the wall/ fence, Use of IT to create targets 

beanbags, range of size balls, scarves,  

Suggested activities Balls, goals, hoops, targets, kurling, football, in bucket/box, attention autism 

Carroll - To send equipment with increased 

intent towards a target 
Maintain after a break 

Send towards large 

target on the floor 

Send towards large 

target on the wall 

Send towards a 

person - roll, kick, 

throw 

Maintain sending 

several times in a 

row 

Replicate in a range 

of contexts 

 

Resources / PECS needed 
Equipment PECS 

Kurling, boccia, throw into hoop, targets on the wall/ fence, Use of IT to create targets 

beanbags, range of size balls, scarves, 

Suggested activities Balls, goals, hoops, targets, kurling, football, in bucket/box, attention autism 

Wood –Can grasp with 2 hands to throw and 

catch a large ball. 

 

- Starts to catch a large ball by using 2 hands 

and their chest to trap it. 

Rest of class - Catch a 

faster moving ball that 

is accurately thrown 

using hands / hands 

and chest to trap 

Catch a ball thrown 

from a peer 

Catch then move to a 

different position then 

catch again 

Catch while on 

uneven surface / 

balancing 

Maintain the skill to 

catch multiple times 

in one turn 

Catch on the move 

 

Resources / PECS needed Equipment PECS - Scarves, balloons, different sized balls, beanbags, hoops,  

Suggested activities Scarves, balloons, different sized balls, beanbags, hoops, attention autism 



Parks – Begin to understand and copy 

different ways of moving 
Understand the word 

‘throw’ using 

demonstration, visual 

and verbal prompts 

and demonstrate on 

one occasion  

Understand the word 

‘roll’ using 

demonstration, visual 

and verbal prompts 

and demonstrate on 

2 occasions when 

prompted 

Understand the word 

‘kick’ using 

demonstration, visual 

and verbal prompts 

and demonstrate on 

2 occasions when 

prompted 

Understand the word 

‘bounce’ using 

demonstration, visual 

and verbal prompts 

and demonstrate on 

one occasion 

To follow visual 

prompts to replicate 

the skill of throw, 

bounce, roll or kick 

to follow verbal 

prompts to replicate 

the skill of throw, 

bounce, roll or kick 

 

Resources / PECS needed Action visual cards, action songs, obstacle courses, attention autism 

Suggested activities 

throw - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBsRcqt68X0 different targets, tidy the bedroom, over, underarm 

Roll - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_ntHlLgwSA bowling, rolling dodgeball, goals,   

Kick - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfBU015LMCY goals, passing,   

bounce -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0DAzkrpPj0 use of instruments to create beat, bounce in hoops, on dots,  

Multiple activities Sports ball song | Vocabulary song | Gábor's DoReMi English songs | Bounce the ball   

Tull - To send equipment with increased intent 

towards a target 
Maintain after a break 

Send towards large 

target on the floor 

Send towards large 

target on the wall 

Send towards a 

person - roll, kick, 

throw 

Maintain sending 

several times in a 

row 

Replicate ina range 

of contexts 

 

 
Resources / PECS needed 

Kurling, boccia, throw into hoop, targets on the wall/ fence, Use of IT to create targets 

beanbags, range of size balls, scarves, 

 
Suggested activities 

attention autism, Kurling, boccia, darts,  

Targets – into buckets, onto targets on wall or floor (different colours), sport specific e.g. hoop, goal 

 Doyle –To replicate an intentional modelled 

action 

 

- Selects an appropriate way to control an 

object from a range using visual support when 

performing an isolated skill. 

replicate with full 

support 

Replicate after 

demonstration with 

verbal, gestural and 

visual prompts 

replicate after a 

demonstration and 

visual support 

replicate and sustain 

movement after one 

demonstration 

replicate with minimal 

prompting 

replicate with control 

and accuracy 

 

To select an 

appropriate way to 

control when doing a 

known activity 

To apply a range of 

known ways to 

control to a known 

activity 

To apply a range of 

known ways to 

control to an 

unknown activity 

To select an 

appropriate way to 

control from a range 

when doing a 

unknown activity 

To suggest the best 

way to control when 

doing a unknown 

activity 

To apply known ways 

to control during a 

game situation 

 

 
Resources / PECS needed equipment pecs, movement cards,  

 
Suggested activities Targets – into buckets, onto targets on wall or floor (different colours), sport specific e.g. hoop, goa 

 Braille - To send equipment with increased 

intent towards a target 
Maintain after a break 

Send towards large 

target on the floor 

Send towards large 

target on the wall 

Send towards a 

person - roll, kick, 

throw 

Maintain sending 

several times in a 

row 

Replicate ina range 

of contexts 

 

 Turing – To send equipment with increase 

accuracy towards a target 
Maintain after a break 

Engage in Target 

based games 

Begin to increase 

accuracy to improve 

performance in target 

based games 

Throw towards 

moving targets 

follow verbal and 

visual instructions to 

be accurate to the 

correct target 

Throw towards a 

target with an 

obstacle in front of it 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBsRcqt68X0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_ntHlLgwSA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfBU015LMCY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0DAzkrpPj0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdvsem5ejUA


 
Resources / PECS needed equipment pecs 

 
Suggested activities 

Kurling, boccia, darts,  

Targets – into buckets, onto targets on wall or floor (different colours), sport specific e.g. hoop, goal 

 Elizabeth –To replicate an intentional 

modelled action 

 

Runs with spatial awareness and negotiates 

space successfully, adjusting speed and 

direction to avoid obstacles. 

 

- Perform short sequences of movement with 

some changes of speed and direction. 

replicate with full 

support 

Replicate after 

demonstration with 

verbal, gestural and 

visual prompts 

replicate after a 

demonstration and 

visual support 

replicate and sustain 

movement after one 

demonstration 

replicate with minimal 

prompting 

replicate with control 

and accuracy 

 

Take part in chase 

games in both a chase 

and chaser role 

negotiates static 

obstacles by going 

around them 

successfully 

negotiates moving 

obstacles by going 

around them 

successfully 

changes speed when 

prompted 

changes direction 

when prompted 

Takes part in running 

games adjusting 

speed and direction 

 

performs a three part 

sequence with a 

change of speed and 

direction after a break 

changes direction 

and speed to 

negotiate a sequence 

of static objects 

changes direction 

and speed to 

negotiate a sequence 

of moving objects 

creates a 

gymnastics 

sequence using 

changes of speed 

and direction 

performs a gymnastic 

sequence to an 

audience 

increase fluency of 

movement to change 

dynamics of a 

sequence 

 

 
Resources / PECS needed movement cards, dynamics cards, games choosing board 

 
Suggested activities gymnastics, chasing games,  

 Johnson – To attempt physical tasks with both 

sides of the body 
attempts to use 

dominant hand or foot 

with some control 

attempts to use non 

dominant hand or 

foot with full support 

attempts to use both 

sides of body with 

support 

Attempts to use both 

side of body when 

prompted with some 

control 

attempts to use both 

sides of the body with 

increased control 

towards a target 

attempts with both 

sides of the body and 

increased 

independence 

 

 
Resources / PECS needed equipment pecs 

 
Suggested activities throwing (javelin, frisbee, balls), kicking, rolling, step ups,  

 Gates –- To send equipment with increased 

intent towards a target 

 

– To track an object and begin to ready 

himself to receive it 

 

 

Maintain after a break 
Send towards large 

target on the floor 

Send towards large 

target on the wall 

Send towards a 

person - roll, kick, 

throw 

Maintain sending 

several times in a 

row 

Replicate in a range 

of contexts 

 

 
Track motivating items 

and reach out for them  

Track videos of 

motivating items 

Respond to objects 

moving towards him, 

by moving his hands 

Responds to objects 

moving towards him, 

by placing hands in 

path 

Responds to objects 

moving towards him 

by trapping using 

hands or feet and 

body 

Begin to catch by 

using hands and 

chest 

 

 
Resources / PECS needed Equipment pecs 



 
Suggested activities Different size balls, equipment 

 Wheatley –Selects and demonstrates an 

appropriate way to control an object from a 

range using visual support when performing 

an isolated skill. 

 

- Catches a large ball by using 2 hands and 

their chest to trap it. 

 

- Can grasp and release with 2 hands to throw 

and catch a large ball. 

To select an 

appropriate way to 

control when doing a 

known activity 

To apply a range of 

known ways to 

control to a known 

activity 

To apply a range of 

known ways to 

control to an 

unknown activity 

To select an 

appropriate way to 

control from a range 

when doing a 

unknown activity 

To suggest the best 

way to control when 

doing a unknown 

activity 

To apply known ways 

to control during a 

game situation 

 

Rest of class - Catch a 

faster moving ball that 

is accurately thrown 

using hands / hands 

and chest to trap 

Catch a ball thrown 

from a peer 

Catch then move to a 

different position then 

catch again 

Catch while on 

uneven surface / 

balancing 

Catch on the move 
Catch during game 

play 

 

 
Resources / PECS needed Action word cards, technique word cards, different weighted objects to catch,  

 
Suggested activities Catching games (king of the hill, clap catch, keep balloon up), football goal,  

 Nazreen –Selects and demonstrates an 

appropriate way to control an object from a 

range using visual support when performing 

an isolated skill. 

 

Selects and demonstrates an appropriate way 

to control an object from a choice of two using 

visual support when performing an isolated 

skill. 

 

Catches a large object by using 2 hands and 

their chest to trap it. 

To select an 

appropriate way to 

control when doing a 

known activity 

To apply a range of 

known ways to 

control to a known 

activity 

To apply a range of 

known ways to 

control to an 

unknown activity 

To select an 

appropriate way to 

control from a range 

when doing a 

unknown activity 

To suggest the best 

way to control when 

doing a unknown 

activity 

To apply known ways 

to control during a 

game situation 

 

Rest of class - Catch a 

faster moving ball that 

is accurately thrown 

using hands / hands 

and chest to trap 

Catch a ball thrown 

from a peer 

Catch then move to a 

different position then 

catch again 

Catch while on 

uneven surface / 

balancing 

Maintain the skill to 

catch multiple times 

in one turn 

Catch on the move 

 

 
Resources / PECS needed Action word cards, technique word cards, different weighted objects to catch,  

 
Suggested activities Catching games (king of the hill, clap catch, keep balloon up), football goal,  

 Sixth Form 1 

Can balance on one foot or in a squat 

momentarily, shifting body weight to improve 

stability 

To show dynamic 

balance when moving 

from position to 

position 

To reach down and 

collect something 

from the floor 

bending knees 

Show good squat 

position  
Replicate three point 

balances 

Select and move 

between 2 balance 

positions 

Perform a balance 
sequence show static 
and dynamic balance 

 



 
Resources / PECS needed Yoga action cards, fitness cards, wobble cushions, wobble boards 

 
Suggested activities 

 

Yoga, balance boards, wobble cushions,  

 Sixth form 2 

A – to sustain vigorous physical exercise for 

10 minutes 

 

A - To create their own 4 four part fitness plan 

and complete with a degree of control 

 

S, J, L – to select four fitness activities from 

visual support of known movements to create 

his own fitness session and complete with a 

degree of control 

 

C - To replicate an intentional modelled action 

 

Maintain this skill after 

a break 

Have an induction in 

a gym environment 

Replicate known four 

part sequence in a 

gym environment 

choose 4 known 

activities from 

visual support and 

replicate in a gym 

environment 

Create own four part 

sequence and 

replicate 

Teach their four part 

sequence to a peer 

and both replicate 

 

A - to sustain ten 

minutes of fitness 

activity during morning 

gym session once 

during the week 

following timers 

A - to sustain ten 

minutes of fitness 

activity during 

morning gym session 

twice during the week 

A - to sustain ten 

minutes of fitness 

activity during gym 

sessions 3 times 

during the week 

A - to sustain ten 

minutes of fitness 

activity during gym 

sessions 4 times 

during the week 

A - to sustain ten 

minutes of fitness 

activity during gym 

sessions everyday  

A - to sustain ten 

minutes of fitness 

activity during gym 

sessions whenever 

asked to 

 

replicate with full 

support 

Replicate after 

demonstration with 

verbal, gestural and 

visual prompts 

replicate after a 

demonstration and 

visual support 

replicate and sustain 

movement after one 

demonstration 

replicate with minimal 

prompting 

replicate with control 

and accuracy 

 

 
Resources / PECS needed Warm up visual builders, movement visuals in the categories of upper body, legs, core and cardio, 2 option fitness session plans (upper body, legs, core and cardio),  

 
Suggested activities gym activities, machines 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


